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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for requesting this report “7 Secrets Of Natural Cosmetic Transformation”. After reading this guide, you will know exactly what goes into creating a beautiful and natural looking appearance.

You see, most people want to do something to improve their look, but hold back because they don’t want to get a bad result...

We can’t tell you how many of our clients put off treatment for months or even years because they didn’t want to look “like they’ve had something done”...

And we don’t blame them! After all, this is your own appearance that you’re waking up to every morning. Plus, we’ve all heard the horror stories of celebrities who have the dreaded “pillow face”, or that “frozen” look from too much Botox. It all makes you wonder if it could happen to you.

This concern is totally valid as well. As cosmetic treatment becomes more mainstream, there is an increasing number of discount treatment providers offering their services with little training. Lack of experience can often lead to complications and less-than-stellar results...

The good news is, there is a definite step-by-step process that you can follow to ensure you get the best, most natural looking results possible, while virtually eliminating the possibility of a bad outcome.

Let’s dive in!
EDUCATION FIRST

This may sound obvious, but the importance of educating yourself cannot be overstated. Do your research, and seek a clinic dedicated to the art and science of cosmetic treatments.

During your consultation, your provider should be proactive in ensuring you understand your treatment options before making a recommendation. They shouldn’t just be answering your questions and pushing for the sale.

Educational materials about the causes and treatments of aging should be available in the clinic, and every treatment offered should make complete sense to you.

PROPER BASELINE ASSESSMENT

Before you undergo any major treatment, make sure you get a proper baseline skin assessment. Ideally, this should include a UV-photo assessment of the degree of sun damage in your skin.

This evaluation is important for 3 reasons:

1) A thorough skin evaluation helps detect skin cancer, which can be life-threatening if left unnoticed.

2) A UV photo assessment allows for a more accurate diagnosis of your skin condition, leading to better treatment recommendations.

3) The initial photo assessment also provides a baseline image to measure your results. This will allow you to see a marked improvement in your skin over time.
FAST INITIAL RESULTS

Once your baseline assessment has been completed, rapid improvement of your most concerning cosmetic problems should be the #1 goal. This is best done using a combination of complementary treatments, discussed in the next step.

COMBINATION APPROACH

To get the most natural results possible, appropriate combinations of different classes of treatments should be used rather than focusing on just one type of treatment.

Trying to achieve too much with one treatment such as Botox or filler can often lead to a “frozen” or “puffy” look that you want to avoid.

The right combinations of treatments can work synergistically together to deliver great results without looking “overdone”. These combinations of treatments should be based on the amount of downtime you can tolerate as well as your budget.

LONG TERM IMPROVEMENT

Continued improvement is best achieved with less invasive treatments planned regularly over time. This is the most economical approach and also creates the least amount of downtime in-between treatments. Avoid clinics that try to get everything done at once and put little effort into creating a long-term relationship with you.
#6 HOME TREATMENT

Ideally, your skin should be prepared with the appropriate conditioning creams before skin treatments. A proper home care regime should also be included in your post-treatment plans.

Make sure your clinic emphasizes home care and skin protection as this contributes up to 50% of your long-term results. Taking care of your skin at home is essential.

#7 PHOTOGRAPHIC MONITORING

It can be discouraging to continue to pay for treatment when you’re not sure you’re getting results.

For this reason, continued photographic documentation is encouraged to insure you are getting the improvements promised.

NEXT STEPS

Whether you’re looking for an enhanced appearance, or just want to look as young as you feel, keep these 7 steps in mind when choosing a clinic.

We know you may reluctant to get started for a number of reasons, so if you decide to try us out, we have a special introductory offer that will make it as easy for you as possible.

See Your Special Offer Below!
Special Offer For New Patients

"We Want to Give You $200.00 Off Our Best Introductory Laser Treatment (Regularly $300.00)"

The Nano Laser peel is our very best introductory laser treatment and is safe for virtually all skin types. (Click here for video)

It’s also a perfect treatment if you’ve had treatments before and are simply wanting an instant improvement in your skin in a very short time.

PLUS, As A Bonus For Downloading This Guide, You Will Also Get A FREE $95 Visia Skin Analysis

Visia Skin Analysis ($95 Value)
✓ Get an accurate baseline measurement of your skin health before treatment
✓ Multi-spectral analysis of your skin reveals important information not visible to the naked eye
✓ Crucial to measure the success of your Nano Laser Peel

To Book, Call The Office At (705) 328-1727 Or Visit new.doctorursel.com For More Information